Graphite’s
10 — 50X
Advantage
Leverage a 10 to 50X advantage
on digital implementation

Graphite’s syndicate offers digital transformation at 10X
less the price (and risk) of going it alone
The Graphite syndicate offers
incredible leverage. By working
together, members share the cost
of building a digital interoperability
platform and a common data model.
The result is that members get
a transformative digital health
platform at 1/10th the cost had they
done it “in house,” all while ensuring
that the collective objective remains
healthcare’s triple aim.

GRAPHITEHEALTH

Removing friction in healthcare together

www.graphitehealth.io

Today, implementing new digital
solutions takes most healthcare
organizations 12+ months
For most organizations, implementing
a new digital solution requires
navigating a maze of multiple steps
that often takes more than a year
before the solution is fully deployed
within the organization.

SEARCH
The process begins when
someone within the organization identifies a need and
begins searching for vendors
who have a potential solution

IDENTIFY DIGITAL TOOL
Once a suitable tool is identified,
it then runs a gauntlet through the
organization’s contracting, IT security
and implementation departments

CONTRACTING
Contractual negotiations begin
with the vendor, setting terms
on price and the BAA

SECURITY REVIEW

IMPLEMENTATION

The IT department performs a
security review to ensure that
the vendor meets data and
patient privacy standards

When the vendor is contracted,
the solution must be integrated
into the org’s existing systems and
workflows

DEPLOYMENT (WHEW!)
After several steps and many
months, the app is deployed within
the organization.

With Graphite, members get a 50X speed
improvement for implementing new digital solutions

FROM SELECTION...
Pick the right solution to
address your business problem
or improve care delivery from
Graphite’s app marketplace.

... TO DEPLOYMENT
(IN DAYS, NOT MONTHS)
With a few clicks, the solution is
deployed and operational across
the organization.

Graphite’s app marketplace enables
new digital solutions that are ready
to plug and play. Pricing and the BAA
are standardized and transparent,
eliminating the need for contractual
negotiations. And every app that’s
submitted to the Graphite platform
meets specific data privacy
and HIPAA protocols, further
streamlining the implementation
process.

www.graphitehealth.io

